Marine systems outpace terrestrial habitats in biodiversity erosion
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wenty-five years of research on the
relationship between biodiversity
and ecosystem function have revealed that biodiversity drives fundamental ecosystem processes and
regulates their temporal and spatial
stability (1, 2). Despite clear signs that human efforts have failed to halt global biodiversity loss (3, 4), it has been difficult to
identify corresponding signs of global-loss
trends in the context of local ecosystems
(5–9). On page 339 of this issue, Blowes et
al. (10) report their analysis of local biodiversity changes using a large dataset of
>50,000 biodiversity time series from 239
studies. Each time series represents a record of species composition at a selected
site over time, with sites representing all
major ecosystem types and climatic zones.
The authors demonstrate that the identities of species and their abundances are
being rapidly reorganized.
Although the proportion of reported
global extinctions remains small compared
with previous mass extinctions, the current decline in the abundance of myriad

species and the elevated danger of their extinction have raised scientific concern over
the ill effects of biodiversity loss on human
health and well-being (3). The controversy
over global versus local changes in biodiversity arose from comprehensive analyses
of trends in species numbers worldwide;
the data revealed that local communities
show strong species turnover but no systematic decrease in the total number of
species—a metric referred to as species
richness. In fact, most habitats undergo
replacement of some or many species by
other distinct species with no general shift
in the total number of species (5, 6). Even
coastal time series show a systematic increase in average species richness over
time, and declines are observed only in locations with strong human pressures (7).
Together, these studies (5–7) initiated
a debate on why the average number of
species in local communities has not (yet)
been negatively affected by the global erosion of biodiversity (5–9, 11). A key lesson
learned from this debate is that biodiversity change represents much more than a
change in the average number of species.
Species richness in a local habitat reflects the net difference between the num-

ber of species immigrating into a habitat
and the number becoming extinct over
time, and it is not a sensitive measure of
biodiversity change (6, 7), which also includes shifts in species composition and
abundances of individual species types
(see the figure). A recent supporting study
found that a complete exchange of species
composition over time without any change
in the number of species (that is, species
richness) commonly occurs in nature (11).
The same study challenged the expectation that changes in ecosystem conditions
(for better or worse) will be reflected by
simple trends in the number of species; in
fact, this hypothesis invokes an equilibrium
view of biodiversity that might rarely be
achieved. A habitat undergoing environmental change can become suitable for new species, but their impact on resident species will
take time to manifest (see the figure). Thus,
native species are likely to survive for some
time before they are excluded (for example,
through competition). Ecological systems exposed to continuous environmental change
can, therefore, be expected to show a systematic increase in the number of species if the
rate of immigration is faster than the rate of
extinction (so-called extinction debt) (12).
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The Pacific oyster is native to Pacific Asia but has
spread through accidental introductions across the
world. Today, it is found on shores in Australia, Europe,
New Zealand, and North America.

Interplay of local and regional diversity alters environment
Three biodiversity scenarios occur at different times in history: equilibrium scenario (past; no global
change in biodiversity), current scenario (moderate global change), and future scenario (both regional
and local richness decrease over time). Each symbol and color depicts a distinct species.
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Equilibrium scenario
A balance among species immigration,
emigration, and extinction events
regulates regional biodiversity. Members
of the regional species pool pass
through an environmental flter and
colonize local species assemblages.

Current scenario
Environmental factors cause the
growth of some species to be favored
over that of others. Because the
environmental impact takes time to
manifest, threatened species likely will
survive for a while before becoming
extinct. This leads to an increase in
local species richness despite regional
erosion of biodiversity.
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Future scenario
With prolonged human impact,
environmental change intensifes, and
species resilience erodes. Populations
of new, better-adapted species grow,
and regional extinctions intensify. If a
local region is isolated or the global pool
lacks a richness of adapted species,
immigration cannot compensate for
biodiversity loss.
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These findings raise questions about
species homogenization and adaptability
(14), as well as an expectation of precarious ecosystem services in the future, when
a large reorganization of local species assemblages affects the temporal stability
of ecosystem functions (see the figure).
Human-mediated introduction of new species might increase local species richness
by elevating immigration rates, but at the
same time it promotes biological homogenization—the process by which the composition of species in an ecosystem becomes
more uniform. Homogeneity in local species leads to erosion of biodiversity over
larger regions (15) and can limit the ability
of species communities to adapt to future
environmental changes if immigration
rates decline (14). Thus, local increases in
species richness might even correlate with
regional declines in ecosystem resilience
over time. Furthermore, by showing high
temporal turnover of species composition
for all possible trends in species richness,
Blowes et al. confirm that such trends are
insufficient to describe the consequences of
global change for ecological communities.
The study of Blowes et al. also has two
implications for ecology as a scientific discipline: It brings together authors who originally had highly divergent views on local
biodiversity change, and it demonstrates
the importance of open access to biodiversity data of sufficient quality. Only the high
quality of BioTIME data enabled Blowes
et al. to clearly identify geographical regions
that experienced more or less change in biodiversity than expected, which will affect the
setting of conservation priorities. With opensource access to international databases, the
scientific community can more precisely
monitor the biodiversity crisis and develop
local solutions. j
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The need to monitor biodiversity changes
by addressing not only species identities
but also their abundances is intensified by
a traditional problem in the ecological and
environmental sciences: Most data from relevant monitoring programs are locked up
in governmental programs and institutions
and are not openly accessible by scientists
and the public. To address this serious deficiency, Dornelas and colleagues developed
a community-led open-source database of
biodiversity time series called BioTIME,
with the aim of promoting robust analyses
of changes in global biodiversity (13).
Using BioTIME, Blowes et al. present a dynamic perspective of biodiver-

sity changes that will shift the discussion
on this topic. They show that the rate of
change is highly context-dependent, but
they also demonstrate increasing instability
of biodiversity, which raises concerns in an
era of global change. In particular habitats,
the number of species either increased or
decreased over time, but when assessing
all habitats simultaneously, the authors observed an increase in the average number
of species across the globe. The most notable finding by Blowes et al. was that local species assemblages were being rapidly
reorganized over time, with nearly a third
of all species being replaced by new species
every decade; these changes in biodiversity
were stronger in marine systems than in
terrestrial ones. Their study thus highlights
that the global biodiversity crisis, at least
for now, is not primarily about decline but,
rather, about large-scale reorganization.
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